
Exploding Box Template Instructions

I have designed these templates in such a way that they will fit on background papers printed from CD

ROMS. I have tested them with the Artylicious Season’s Greetings CDs, and the large 6cm Box will need

two full page A4 backgrounds and the small 3cm Box will fit onto the A5 background, printed on to A4

card. You could also print these templates onto an A4 background paper from ANY CD of your choice.

I used 160 gsm card or paper and this gave a reasonable weight box. If you use heavier card, you may

need to increase the size of the gap where you cut into the main box area of the template. See step 4.

If you wish to use a printed background design, print the template and then put the paper back into the

printer and print your chosen design on the BACK. The background on this cd for A4 portrait has given a

small white border of 5mm around the edge of the A4 page. The template fits within this printed area.

1. Print Page One of the 6cm Box Template. This has the Main box, one square for the inside of the

box and one square for the inside of the lid.

2. Print Page Two of the 6cm Box Template. This has two lid templates on it. You will only need one

lid per box. I put a second one on there, to save wasting the rest of the paper.

3. Following the guidelines below cut, score and fold the all the pieces from the templates.

Cut along lines marked

Score then fold along lines. Do this for lines marked in Black or in Grey

Cut either side of thick black lines and remove the thin sliver of card

Assembly

The pictures show the template side of the card. There are no letters on the template this is just to

make the instructions clearer.

Main Box

A B C

D E F

G H I

1. Fold square C over and glue on top of square B

2. Fold square I over and glue on top of square F

3. Fold square G over and glue on top of square H

4. Fold square A over and glue on top of square D

Line up the edges of the folded squares with the top and sides of its partner. There is meant to be a small

gap all around the edges of the centre square E. This is intentional.

Take one of your single squares and glue it into the centre on top of square E. Make sure you glue it on

pattern side UP. Set this aside to dry.



Exploding Box Templates Instructions continued.

The Lid

T T

T T

1. Fold all the side panels down 90 degrees.

2. Apply glue to all the four corner tabs marked T.

3. To form the lid fold the tabs in and glue them to the side panels.

Do this for three of the tabs. Then place the lid onto the box, and glue the remaining tab in place so you

get a good fit on the lid. Once tab is glued in place take the lid back off the box.

Take your remaining square of card, and glue this to the inside of the lid, pattern side UP. This gives the

lid a little more strength. Set aside to dry.

You can then make a smaller box to go inside if you wish, by printing and assembling the 3cm Box

Template.

The same instructions will work for the 3cm Box. If you are printing a pattern of the back of the template

you will only need to print an A5 portrait background. I have designed the template to fit inside the printed

area.

It is better to use the smaller A5 background for the smaller box, as the background design images have

been scaled down too, so they look better on the small box. Full A4 pattern would swamp this little box.

Variations:

 Print template on to acetate, then template can be used on any card or paper.

 If you want a window or open panel in the side of your box, cut a piece of scrap card 4cm square

this is your window template. Place this in the middle of the panel where you want the window,

draw around your template and cut out the centre. Fold your panel over its partner e.g. B&C and

then trace the inside of the square onto the remaining panel and cut out the centre of that also.

Once the two panels are glued together you will have an open window area. To strengthen insert a

piece of acetate before the two panels are glued together. The small box would have a 1cm square

window.

 For a traditional styled Exploding box. On the Main box template cut off panels A, C, G and I, then

use the inside panel as a template to cut your co-ordinating card or paper to decorate the panels

inside and outside of the box. It would be best to use heavy weight card or acetate to print the

template onto if you were using the template in that way.
Please visit www.billiescraftroom.co.uk for more tutorials, reviews and inspiration.


